Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
Joining a new class and introducing
ourselves
Making new friends and taking care of each
other
Panshanger Golden Rules - Why we have
rules and what would happen if there were
no rules
Building confidence to try new things






We will be talking ab new friends- Stranger
Expressive Arts and Design
danger
- Saying
sorry
Dancing
to favourite songs



Role play – acting out stories and everyday
situations
We will be talking about:
 Small world play
 Making models from junk
- Joining a new c We will be talking about:
 Exploring paint and mixing colours
Printing
- Joining
a new class.
- Making
Making
and calendars
newcards
friends/








Communication and Language
Speaking to a small group
Listening to and following instructions
Listening to stories and predicting endings
Speaking to the whole class during circle
time and carpet sessions
Using please and thank you
Talking to our friends when we play








Our topic is

Super Me!
We will be finding out
about what makes us
special and will be getting
to know our new friends.

Introducing ourselves
- Panshanger Golden Rules
- Why we have rules
- What would happen if there
Literacy
were
no
rules
 Phonics - Learning the phonemes in Letters and Sounds Phases 2
- Building
and 3 confidence and self esteem
Blending sounds to read words and segmenting words into separate
- Sharing celebrations
sounds
- Taking care of each other
 Reading CVC words and high frequency words by sight
- Identifying ways in which
 stories
Listening
can to stories, retelling stories and predicting endings
 represent
1:1 reading
of simple texts, words and letter sounds
a moral
- Making
Sharedchoices
writing for a purpose e.g. writing invitations, lists, cards,
instructions
- Stranger
danger
- Saying sorrylass.
- Making new friends/














Physical Development
Learning to form letters within name
Scissors skills
Activities to develop finger strength
Using the body to move in different ways and
with rhythm
Climbing and balancing
Moving safely on feet and balance bikes

Understanding the World
 Exploring our 5 senses
Finding out about our own and other’s beliefs
Control using the mouse or a touch screen to draw
pictures
Look at change through the season
Naming parts of the body

Maths
Counting and awareness of the number system
Number recognition 1-10
Simple addition and subtraction with objects
Measuring using balances, jugs, cups, hands, feet
Time through the day using visual time table
Sorting through colour and size
Copying patterns and naming 2D and 3D shapes

Get dressed for
school by yourself.
Get yourself ready for
bed by yourself.

Sing your favourite
nursery rhyme.
Tell us about the things
you enjoy doing.

We will be talking ab new friends- Stranger
danger
- Saying sorry

Draw or paint a picture
We will be talking about:
of you.
- Joining a new c We will be talking about:

Make a picture of
someone in your family.

- Joining a new class.
- Making new friends/
Introducing ourselves
- Panshanger Golden Rules
- Why we have rules
- What would happen if there
were no rules
- Building confidence and selfesteem
- Sharing celebrations
- Taking care of each other
- Identifying ways in which
stories can
represent a moral
- Making choices
- Stranger danger
- Saying sorrylass.
- Making new friends/
Introducing ourselves

Our topic is

Super Me!
Home Learning Activities
When you have completed
an activity, tell us about it
on Tapestry.

Share your favourite book. Can
you retell the story using the
pictures to help you?

What do you like to
eat?
Cook something
tasty.

Go on an outing e.g. park,
zoo, to visit a relative. Tell
us all about it.

Go on a number hunt. What
numbers can you find in your
house? What are the smallest and
largest numbers you can find?

